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REPORT ON “WORLD MOSQUITO DAY”  

UNDER THE COMPLIANCE OF FIT INDIA CAMPAIGN 

DATE: 20h August, 2020 

 20th August, 2020, 1/48 Bn NCC, Gonda, observed the “World 

Mosquito Day”, under the Online Awareness Campaign on Fit India, 

launched on 15th August 2020 by DG, NCC, New Delhi, at Shri Lal 

Bahadur Shastri College, Gonda. World Mosquito Day is celebrated each 

year on 20th August, to commemorate the discovery of the link between 

mosquitoes and Malaria by Dr. Ronald Ross and to raise awareness about the 

causes of Malaria and its symptoms so that people are careful by doing the 

needful to stop mosquito breeding.  

The cadets at Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri College, Gonda, led by their 

ANO/CTO Dr. Pushyamitra Mishra, were given the theme of “Let’s Walk The 

Talk”, where instead of verbal teaching, they actually demonstrated and 

executed in a decentralised manner, how various simple precautions can be 

adopted by each and every citizen to combat mosquito breeding and the spread 

of deadly diseases like malaria, dengue, etc.  

 The enthusiasm and overwhelming response of the cadets was highly 

appreciable. They took the initiate to go around the places in the vicinity of their 

residences, and get rid of any stagnant water, sprinkling bleaching powder in the 

areas which had become marshy in the rainy season, emptying out stale water 

from any pots lying outside their houses or the roof tops, etc, all of which are 

potent areas of mosquito breeding.  The cadets participated actively in the drive 

to motivate the people in their neighbourhoods to also adopt and imbibe the 

simple, yet healthy ways of living, ensuring theirs’s as well as for their families, 

a healthy, malaria and dengue free life.  

 

“LET’S WALK THE TALK” 

The ANO/CTO Dr. Pushyamitra Mishra, teaching the 

pride in making country clean, picks up the broom to 

initiate the drive at Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri College, 

Gonda, campus. 
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